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About This Game

Inspired by chess, but adding combat that YOU control, Archon was the original Battle Chess. You must try to outmaneuver
your opponent using teams of fantasy creatures or monsters in this epic struggle of Light and Dark. On the chess board, when

you challenge a piece, you are teleported into a Combat Arena where you fight in REAL-TIME until only the victor emerges to
claim the square on the chess board. Conquer your opponent by defeating all of their pieces on the chess board or claim all the
Power Squares for a quick victory! You can play Free-For-All mode, where it's everyone for themselves, or play using teams

and gang up on your opponents pieces in battle (2 vs. 1.)

Archon:Classic can be played using USB controllers (the best way) or with keyboard and mouse. First developed in 1983,
Archon quickly became a hit and instant classic because of it's unique combination of action and strategic gameplay. We've

recreated it to play just like the original, but we've added enhancements for today's gamer. So grab some friends and experience
the classic game that started the Action/Strategy genre.

Key features:

Up to 4 Player support...pure mayhem in battle!
Play in "Free-for-All" or "Teams" mode
USB controller support
Optimized to run even on on netbooks
3 Different Boards (Modes) to play
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4 AI settings with 3 different personalities
Various spells to use
18 pieces per team, plus others you can summon
Pieces gain experience and level up
Primary and Secondary abilities
Choose modern or classic icons
Fully Featured 1 Player Campaign called, "Conquest"
Conquest features 4 campaigns (over 60 quests)
Over 16 hours gameplay on Conquest alone!
Tracking and Statistics per game (fully featured)
Achievements and Leaderboards
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Title: Archon Classic
Genre: Strategy, Indie
Developer:
React Games
Publisher:
React Games
Release Date: 2 Nov, 2010
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Really well done soundtrack, fits characters perfectly. Title track " Lost Romance" a standout. I like this game, but I cannot
recomend it. This game's intended audience is a small number of people. Its for those who like games where you cant win. Its
for people who like games that look like they were made in 1990. Its for people who like perfect AI that cannot lose a race and
follow the track instantly, while you are constantly flying off the track, Its for those who like single player racing games. Its for
those who like only 1 track to race on, so they can constantly practice that one track. Its for those who hate option menus, and
like when the game decides the options for them. Its for people who enjoy repetitive music that is a 4 second track that is on a
constant loop. It is for those who appreciate the lack of story and just want gameplay. Its for people who like niche games and
want to be cool. Its for those who want to play a game with a nonexistant community. Its for people who like only one vehicle to
choose from. Its for those that want an experience of a lifetime. Its for those who want to waste a little money for a bug filled
but fun game. Its for those who buy bad games for the heck of it. If you qualify for all of those requirements, you should buy
4x4 racing. If you buy it, buckle up, because you are in for a hell of a time!. As for all the Quell serie, it's an excellent puzzle
game. Sometimes hard, but always doable at 100% thanks to the great help system.. Great game, with very in-depth mechanics
that I had to slave away hours for to get down almost consistently... for one character. It is on the higher end for technicality and
difficulty in regards to fighting games, but don't let that discourage you from playing this game. It's still fun if you're just
pressing buttons against another guy who's also pressing buttons, if you can find anyone to play this game with you, that is. The
gameplay really shines when both players know the basics, at least, and even more when both players know what they're doing.

If you're new to fighting games and want to dip your feet in, Guilty Gear might not be the best place to start, but it does offer
the best tutorial in all of the 4 fighting games I own, and still even better from the ones that I don't own from the general
consensus. If you like its style, its characters, and its music (which is amazing) you should definitely be looking to snatch at least
the REV2 All-in-one pack when it's on sale. However, I'd try to get someone to buy it with you or just know someone who
already plays the game, as the online community is quite nonexistent, at least in Australia it is, and a large factor for
replayability in a fighting game is going against other people.

tl;dr, Challenging but rewarding to learn, but requires significant effort in finding to play against.. It makes 2D rigging process
really fast so I can focus on animating.. This game for me is a must buy. So much fun.. Worlds at War tops out as one of the
worst experiences I've had since starting this channel and one of only a handful of games I'll be refunding.

https://youtu.be/tiL29jZsR-Y

Constant crashes. Constant error messages. Interfering with other apps on my computer. I couldn't even get through the intro for
the game without multiple crashes to desktop.

Excluding the instability of the game...

The UI was a nightmare. Frequently not responding to input. A guessing game when trying to bind my joystick/throttle axis. It
refused to register the majority of the buttons on the throttle even though it claimed to recognize the X-55. It took far too long
to get the game half functional.

This isn't even counting the gaze selection UI. Because everyone likes to scroll menus by craning their neck up and down...

Getting out of the plane and running around, you can run into the plane and push it around like it weighs as much as a soccer
ball.

The targeting reticle for the aircrafts were physically present in the world and could be seen even when not in that vehicle.

The helicopter seemed to be reacting to my inputs when I was in the jet.

None of the training tutorials or the missions had names to indicate what they were.
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I could keep going...

I find it exceedingly hard to believe that this game has been in Early Access like this for 9 months. I don't know if something
has recently changed to break the game but I sure hope it's a recent change and will be patched out. As it stands right now, I
can't understand why the game has an overwhelmingly positive review.

I've had another VR title up and idle while I write this review and it has not crashed like Worlds at War. I think I've ruled out
any possibility that the game was not at fault. I can't recommend something this broken. Not even if it were free.
. About a special olympics boy.

Special as in... SPECIAL.

Bad gameplay
Bad music
Bad Graphics
Bad controls

Everything bad 1 \/ 10
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You won't find another game quite like it. Soooooo lemme get it straight.....I'm crazily into yuri. Basically I give an approval as
long as there's yuri no matter how terrible the story is.
Well but it's really hard to recomment it.

Seemingly, there's not even an ending that the girls can be together (please correct me if I'm wrong). There's no character
development. It seems that her mistress really has no love interest in her very the beginning to the last. How can I even call this
yuri...?
Most of the time Pumpkin is spending her time alone. Interaction between her and her mistress is like less than 10%.
And the "best" ending is successfully cheating her mistress to really drink the "love" potion and f%%%ed her, and then is no
more. Like really?

People saying don't expect anything deep when you see "sexual content" and 1-2hrs. I disagree, I've read shorter story with much
better content. It may not be deep, but definitely no so superficial and shallow......Oh.

The good side is there're a lot of CGs. CG-story length ratio is super high. And the producer created most of the stuff herself,
which I adore much. But.....I cannot give that story a pass.. So much hate, w0wzers. This game is Banished step sibling, the one
everyone throws things at and kicks during thanksgiving.

Personally, I liked the game.
I thought the campaign mode was really well done. I really liked the art they used for it and the story was interesting.

Yes the game has bugs, which are annoying but can be played around.

If you get the game on sale, I think its definitely worth it.. I...literally beat this game in 15 minutes, and only puzzle I had to
'look up' was the one from Metal Gear Solid where you need the codec frequency from the back of the actual game case (it's
140.15 for anyone curious).

I cannot recommend this game at all...mostly because the puzzles weren't all that great, and it LITERALLY TOOK ME 15
MINUTES TO BEAT. My play time? I GOT 100% ON THE GAME.

Certainly not worth even the CDN$ 4.39 I spent for it. I wanted to like it, because it seemed really interesting.

+It was a neat waste of 15 minutes.
+Comes in multiple languages.

-It was a neat waste of ONLY 15 minutes
-The puzzles were, mostly, stab in the dark to solve. The MGS one didn't even give a good clue 'from another game' could mean
literally anything, not to mention the game came out in 1998.
-Far too overpriced for what you get
-The UI seemed very basic, and the buttons didn't really match the other aesthetics of the game.
-This is more the writer in me talking, but the way the sentences were structured had me cringing. 'As soon as I heard it, I was
on the road. On the road for over 48 hours' or 'As soon as I entered the door swung shut behind me and was jammed shut'. This
many fragmented sentences just make it feel overtly amateurish.
-Did I mention how appallingly short it was?

I'm getting a refund. It's not worth it at the current price point. I'd only get it on a Weeklong Deal for CDN$ 0.24 if it ever came
with cards. And only because you'd get money BACK.

TLDR: Don't buy this.. Bought it during the sale. But then figured out, that there is no sense to buy it at all! As there is A.R.E.S.
Extinction Agenda EX - enhanced and updated version of A.R.E.S. without possibility to update Agenda to Agenda EX. So
DON'T buy THIS version of game - it's USELESS! Proceed to EX version directly, instead.
https:\/\/store.steampowered.com\/app\/315340\/ARES_Extinction_Agenda_EX\/. Nothing like the classic, but just as fun.. do
epic murders, repeat. there aren't many top-down-shooters available on mac, so i recommend this if you're on mac and a fan of
cave-style shmups. three difficutly settings make it accessible to players of all skill levels. five levels, two characters with
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several special attacks each, an energetic and irresistable soundtrack, tumblr-esque retro graphics reminiscent of snes/gba, a
variety of missions and unlockables. also a unique combo system and features 'breaks' on mini-bosses and bosses in which you
get bonuses for destroying components of the enemy ships before doing enough damage to progress to their next phase. pretty
good. This guy never fails,he is a actor\/voice acting legend,as long as a living one :) He can disgust you or make you
laugh,someone might even love him,even at his "worst". A very fun addon to the game.

Decided to buy this one to support the guy and the dlc itself.
Its really not that stiff a prize for some extra fun in your own lobby ;)
Thumbs up!

Note: Had problems with the voice packs after purchasing,probably something between steam-activision i guess. Any other
small dlc was added at once,the voicepacks didnt even start to download. If you experience this,give it a few minutes,try just
playing the game for abit,and steam will show pop up messages when it has finished downloading and installed. (I had to exit the
game,then restart it to have it fully implemented) Just a tip. I thought it was something wrong myself at first. :). This game is not
enough finished for me, if the developpers would update this game to make it much better the game would have a better rating

My note for this game : 4\/10
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